University of Texas at Austin, Sociology Department

Race and Ethnicity Area Comprehensive (Comps) Exams 2014-2015

Format
- In-Class
- Timed (four hours)
- Without notes

General Examination Organization
- Prerequisite course must be taken to qualify to take Race and Ethnicity (R&E) Area comps: SOC 395L CRITICAL THEORIES OF RACE AND RACISM
- The comprehensive examinations (comps) committee will consist of 3-4 faculty who will oversee both Day One and Day Two exams
- To get a “pass with distinction” all answers across both days will have to be considered excellent/grade “A” answers
- Students will have one chance to re-take the exam. If the second exam results in a fail grade then the student will be deemed to have failed their R&E Area comps and no subsequent attempts will be allowed
- Day One: Two questions to be answered from a list of six to eight

Specialization Examination Organization
- Day Two: Two questions to be answered from a list of six to eight

Reading
- The Area Leader will prepare a core reading list for Day One
- Day One: List will be a set of key race and ethnicity texts, students will answer questions related to core conceptual debates
- Day Two: Initial list constructed by student based on relevant specialist area key texts. The final list for Day Two will be constructed after consultation of student with examination committee chair and other committee members about additions/subtractions to initial list

Supplemental Materials
- Repositories of all 1) submitted questions, 2) examinations, and 3) reading list will be created
- These repositories will be stored on a special folder on the Department of Sociology Blackboard
R&E Area Comprehensive Exams 2013-14: Day One Core Areas and Reading List

Students should consider the following when reading the set texts below*: (1) How does the text fit within the general *oeuvre* of the author? (2) What are the major critiques of the book? (3) What has been the contribution of the text (and, by extension, the author) to the sociology of race and ethnicity? While students should focus their Day One reading on these texts, they should also be able to locate each text within a broader sociological universe. Students should organize their readings with the seven areas in mind (note, these are guiding questions meant to aid reading and comprehension and should not be understood as the actual questions that will appear on the exam although the exam questions will be broadly related to these):

1. **The ontology of race and racism** – What is race? To what extent is the idea of race a product of racism? Is racism natural? What are the implications for sociologists in using the category of race in their work? How do social scientists measure racism? What are the key epistemological debates around studying race?
2. **Race/ethnicity** – What is the relationship of race to ethnicity? How is ethnicity created, mobilized and reproduced? To what extent are race and ethnicity interchangeable as concepts? How have different disciplines, notably anthropology and sociology, understood and operationalized these terms in their work?
3. **Social institutions** – How does race affect social institutions? How do institutions challenge or reduce racism? How do political and legal questions connected to “diversity” and “affirmative action” impact social institutions? To what extent is race and ethnic identification declining as a significant aspect of social organization?
4. **Colonialism/modernity** – To what extent is modernity racialized? What is the relationship between colonialism and race? Is modernity specifically western, are there non-western alternatives? Should racial formation be understood in national or global terms? How does Eurocentrism shape knowledge production?
5. **Intersectionality** – Can race be thought of as an autonomous area of social life? Is race a foundational or epiphenomenal feature of modern society and social organization? How does race intersect with other key social identities and inequalities? What defines an intersectional approach to studying race?
6. **Immigration and the State** – What role does the State play in managing, measuring and producing racial categories? Is the (western liberal) State inherently racial? How have varied histories of migration framed discussions of race? What are the key arguments around assimilation and integration and how have these terms been critiqued? To what extent is “race relations” a useful framework through which to think about questions related to migration, ethnic mobilization, national citizenship and inter-group relations?
7. **Culture and Identity** – How is identity (and identification) understood within the broader race and ethnicity literatures? How does culture mediate race? How, and in what ways, does culture offer a site of resistance to dominant ideologies of race? To what extent do cultural practices/identities reproduce racism?

*Note: for texts not originally published in English, use the latest translations or the original version where language skills permit. For contemporary texts that have been revised, use the more recent version.
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